Let A be a complex hyperplane arrangement, and let X be a modular element of arbitrary rank in the intersection lattice of A. We show that projection along X restricts to a ber bundle projection of the complement of A to the complement of the localization AX of A at X. The ber is the decone of a realization of the complete principal truncation of the underlying matroid of A along the at corresponding to X. This result gives a topological realization of results of Stanley, Brylawsky, and Terao on modular factorization. We show that (generalized) parallel connection of matroids corresponds to pullback of ber bundles, clarifying the notion that all examples of di eomorphisms of complements of inequivalent arrangements result from the triviality of the restriction of the Hopf bundle to the complement of a hyperplane. The modular bration result also yields a new method for identifying K( ; 1) arrangements of rank greater than three. We identify a new families of K( ; 1) arrangements, providing more evidence for the conjecture that factored arrangements of arbitrary rank are K( ; 1).
Introduction
Let V be a vector space over a eld K. An arrangement A in V is a nite collection of linear hyperplanes in V . The complement M = M(A) of A is V ? S A. A set of hyperplanes B is dependent if the codim( T B) < jBj. These dependent sets determine a matroid G(A) with ground set A, the underlying matroid of A. Alternatively, G(A) is the linear matroid realized by the projective point con guration A in P(V ) determined by the de ning linear forms for the hyperplanes of A.
In case K = C the complement M(A) is a connected manifold whose topology has been studied in great detail. In this case there is a strong connection between the topological structure of M(A) and the underlying matroid G(A). The paradigmatic result along these lines is that the cohomology of M(A) has a presentation depending only on G(A), with the consequence that the Poincar e series of the cohomology ring of M(A) essentially coincides with the characteristic polynomial of G(A) 21] . It has become clear that techniques and constructions from matroid theory can have interesting and surprising implications research conducted in part under an NSF Research Experiences for Undergraduates grant.
for the topology of hyperplane complements. In this paper we interpret the matroidal notions of modular at, principal truncation, and generalized parallel connection in this vein, in terms of bundles of complex hyperplane arrangements, their bers, and pullbacks via inclusion maps.
Henceforth we restrict our study to complex arrangements. The intersection lattice L = L(A) of A is the set of subspaces X of C`which are intersections of hyperplanes of A, X = T B for B A, partially ordered by reverse inclusion. r(X^Y ) + r(X _ Y ) r(X) + r(Y ) for X; Y 2 L. Then L is a geometric lattice, isomorphic to the lattice of ats of the matroid G(A), via the identi cation of X 2 L with the at A X = fH 2 A j H Xg. We will often refer to elements X 2 L(A) as ats, tacitly identifying X with A X . For instance, \point" and \line" refer to ats of rank one and two. The corank of a at X is r(1 L ) ? r(X), and \copoints" and \colines" are ats of corank one and two.
When equality holds in the formula above, (X; Y ) is called a modular pair.
An element X 2 L(A) is modular if (X; Y ) is a modular pair for every Y 2 L(A).
This is equivalent to the condition that X+Y be an element of L for every Y 2 L.
Let be the linear projection of C`onto the quotient C`=X. Modularity of X implies that bers of , the parallel translates of X, intersect each Y 2 L(A) in the same way, independent of position. This observation was already made by Terao in 31] , who proved that j M(A) is a ber bundle projection in case X has corank one. But, in fact, it is easy to show that modularity of X is equivalent to being a map of strati ed spaces, under the natural strati cations of C`and C`=X determined by A and A X . Being a linear projection, it is trivial to show restricts to a submersion on each stratum. Then, given one delicate technical point, Thom's Isotopy Lemma implies that j M(A) is a ber bundle projection for X a modular at of arbitrary rank. The details of the argument are given in Section 3. This bration result interpolates between two well-known extreme cases. In case X is a modular copoint, the result was proven in 31], as already mentioned. This case gives rise to the notion of supersolvable arrangement, and its connection with ber-type arrangements 12], a much-studied class 30, 19, 2, 5] .
In case X is a point, i.e., a hyperplane of A, then X is automatically modular, and the bration is just the restriction of the de ning form : C`?! C of the hyperplane X. This gives rise to the well-known elementary \cone-decone" construction 22]. The restriction j M(A) : M(A) ?! C is in fact a trivial bration, with ber isomorphic to the complement in C`? 1 of an a ne arrangement, the decone of A.
The modular bration theorem was independently discovered by L. Paris 24, 25] , who also gave a proof using the Thom Isotopy Lemma. Our original proof of local triviality incorrectly dealt with an important technical condition, so we rely here on Paris' argument on this point. In 31], Terao establishes the result for modular copoints, and proves that for general modular X the bers of have the same combinatorial type. But he speci cally remarks that a proof of local triviality in the general case is not at hand. See Remark 2.7. The proof of Corollary 3.3 was inspired by 28], where strati cation techniques were rst used in the theory of arrangements, several years after Terao's work.
The characteristic polynomial of a lattice was de ned by G.-C. Rota. The characteristic polynomial of a matroid is the characteristic polynomial of its lattice of ats. The modular at X gives rise to a factorization of the characteristic polynomial of G(A) over the integers, with one factor given by the characteristic polynomial of G(A X ). This is Stanley's modular factorization theorem 29]. Brylawski 3] identi ed the other factor as the characteristic polynomial of a related matroid, the complete principal truncation T X (G) 35, Section 7.4] of G = G(A) along X, divided by (t ? 1). The complete principal truncation is obtained by successively adjoining generic points on the given at and contracting on the new points. Technically this is a matroid with multiple points; when we refer to T X (G) we will always mean the associated simple matroid (with the same lattice of ats).
We show in Theorem 2.1 that the ber of the bundle map j M(A) is the complement of the decone of an arrangement realizing the complete principal truncation of G(A) on the at X. In addition, just as in the corank-one case 12], the monodromy of the bundle is shown in Theorem 3.6 to act trivially on the cohomology of the ber . Then the E 2 term in the Leray-Serre spectral sequence of j M(A) is isomorphic to the tensor product of the cohomology of the base M(A X ) with that of the ber. Using the identity relating characteristic polynomials and Poincar e polynomials, we obtain a topological interpretation of the Stanley-Brylawski and Terao factorization results. In fact, the factorization of the characteristic polynomial implies that the spectral sequence degenerates at the E 2 term, just as in the corank-one case, although we have no topological proof of this fact (Remark 3.11).
In the corank-one situation, the monodromy of the bundle gives rise to a \braid monodromy" homomorphism from 1 (M) to the (pure) braid group on n strands, where n = jA ? A X j. In the general case the analogue of this braid monodromy takes values in the fundamental group of the matroid stratum of the Grassmannian, or equivalently, the projective realization space, of the complete principal truncation T X (G).
The current research grew out of an attempt to clarify and generalize the construction of 7], which involved arrangements whose matroids are parallel connections. We began by studying the matroidal notion of generalized parallel connection. Loosely speaking, this is the free sum of two matroids along a common at. This free sum is well-de ned if and only if the at is modular in one of the matroids. Thus we were led to the consideration of modular ats. The combinatorial study of Sections 2 and 4 formed the main part of an NSF Research Experiences for Undergraduates project in the summer of 1997. This work was reported on in 27], which provided the groundwork for this paper.
The proof of the bration property was completed by the rst author in the spring of 1998, along with the development of the examples of Section 5.
With the establishment of the modular bration result, we show that generalized parallel connection, given a natural realization in terms of complex arrangements, corresponds to the pullback of ber bundles. The construction of 7], which yields di eomorphisms of the complements of arrangements with non-isomorphic matroids, uses ordinary parallel connection, in which the identi ed ats are points. Then the di eomorphisms of 7] are a consequence of two elementary observations, that the cone-decone construction yields a trivial bundle, and that the pullback of a trivial bundle is trivial.
When the base and ber of a modular bration are both aspherical, it follows that the complement M(A) is also aspherical. In this case A is called a K( ; 1) arrangement. The problem of identifying K( ; 1) arrangements has been an important one in the study of complex arrangements. There are two well-known classes of K( ; 1) arrangements, the supersolvable ones, which are abundant in all ranks, and the simplicial ones, which are rare in ranks greater than three.
Other techniques for identifying K( ; 1) arrangements are mostly restricted to arrangements of rank three. See 9, 13, 11] for further exposition of the K( ; 1) problem. Corollary 3.3 provides a method for identifying K( ; 1) arrangements in ranks greater than three. In the nal section we exhibit new families of such arrangements, arising from the work of P. Edelman and V. Reiner 6] and D. Bailey 1] on threshold graphs and subarrangements of the Coxeter arrangement of type B`. By the classi cation result of Bailey, these arrangements are all \fac-tored" 22, Section 3.3]. So our result provides more evidence for the conjecture that factored arrangements of arbitrary rank are K( ; 1) 11]. We also give an example of an arrangement of rank four which has two di erent modular colines. Then Corollary 3.3 implies that a certain arrangement of rank three, the cone of one of the bers, is not K( ; 1), an arrangement to which existing techniques do not apply.
The search for examples of high-rank K( ; 1) arrangements was motivated by a suggestion of G. Ziegler several years ago concerning counterexamples to the \homotopy type conjecture," that complex arrangements with the same underlying matroid should have homotopy-equivalent complements 22]. This idea, laid out in 27], is to nd K( ; 1) arrangements of high rank, whose underlying matroids have di erent characteristic polynomials, but have isomorphic generic rank-three truncations. Then generic 3-dimensional sections of these arrangements will have isomorphic underlying matroids, but non-isomorphic fundamental groups. Unfortunately we are so far unable to construct such examples using the technique of this paper. Let X 2 L. Let A X = fH 2 A j H Xg, and let : C`?! C`=X be the natural projection. Note that maps each hyperplane H 2 A X to a hyperplane of C`=X. Henceforth we consider the arrangement A X to be an arrangement in C`=X.
We shall have occasion to study arrangements formed by the intersections of the hyperplanes of A with a given a ne subspace S. This induced arrangement in S is called the restriction of A to S, denoted A S .
We start by describing the combinatorial structure of the a ne arrangement A formed by restricting A to a generic ber of . This requires some discussion of the cone-decone construction of 22], and a description of the matroid construction of principal truncation along a at.
There is a natural correspondence between arrangements of linear hyperplanes in C`and arrangements of a ne hyperplanes in C`? 1 . The analytic operations need not concern us here; they are described in detail in 22] and 7].
One places a copy of a given a ne (`?1)-arrangement A into f1g C`? 1 C`. Then replace each of the a ne subspaces in this copy of B by its linear span in C`(i.e., \cone over the origin") and adjoin the \hyperplane at in nity" f0g C`? 1 , to obtain a central arrangement cA, the cone of A, in C`. The inverse operation, called \deconing," takes a central arrangement A to its projective image, and dehomogenizes relative to a hyperplane H 1 2 A to obtain an a ne (`? 1)-arrangement dA.
The intersections of hyperplanes of dA form a geometric semilattice 34], isomorphic to a subposet of L(A). Speci cally,
The ber arrangement A is an a ne arrangement of dimension`? r(X).
We will show that the underlying matroid of the cone cA is the complete principal truncation of the matroid G(A) along the at A X .
The principal truncation T F (G) of a matroid G along a at F is constructed by adding a generic point p on the at F and then contracting G on p 35, Section 7.4]. The result may be a matroid with multiple points. We tacitly simplify the resulting matroid, by removing any multiple points. This does not a ect the intersection lattice, characteristic polynomial, or Orlik-Solomon algebra.
This operation can be iterated. The complete principal truncation T F (G) is the result of r(F) ? 1 successive principal truncations on F, so that F reduces to a point. Equivalently, one can add r(F) ? 1 generic points to F and contract G on the at spanned by the new points. Contraction of a matroid on a point corresponds to projection of a projective point con guration from one of its points, or restriction of a hyperplane arrangement to one of its hyperplanes.
Theorem 2.1 Let X 2 L and let A be the a ne arrangement obtained by restricting A to a generic ber of : C`?! C`=X. Then the matroid G(cA )
is isomorphic to the complete principal truncation T X (G) of G = G(A) along the at A X .
proof: Dualizing the description of complete principal truncation to hyperplane arrangements, we see that T X (G) is the matroid of the arrangement A P obtained by choosing a generic subspace P of codimension r(X) ? 1 containing X, and restricting A to P. Then P has dimension dim(X) + 1, X \ P is a hyperplane of A P , and an a ne translate of X \ P is a generic ber of . It follows that d(A P ) = A , so A P = cA . The following lemma provides the crucial step in the bration argument of next section, and is trivial to prove. 2 At this point we wish to appeal to the Thom Isotopy Lemma to conclude that is a strati ed bundle map. The conclusion is true, and one should be able to construct local trivializations directly in this relatively simple and explicit setting. But in order to draw this conclusion from the Thom result, it is necessary to extend to a proper map. We present Paris' argument for this point. 1 Lemma 3.2 There exists a strati ed space P X containing C`as an open dense subset, and an extension of to a proper strati ed map^ : P X ?! C p . sketch of proof: The space P X is obtained by compactifying the bers of , i.e., the parallel translates of X, via projective completion. Thus P X is di eomorphic to P(C q ) C p , where q =`? p = dim(X). This generalizes Randell's construction in his proof of the lattice isotopy theorem. The extension^ is just projection onto C p . Thus^ is a proper map. One extends the strati cation of C`to a strati cation of P X by adjoining closed strata formed by intersecting the closures of the S Y in P X with (P(C q )?C q ) C p . Then the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 3. Remark 3.5 In case X is a modular copoint, the monodromy of X induces a homomorphism from 1 (M(A X )) to P n , the pure braid group on n = jA ? A X j strands, which we call the braid monodromy homomorphism after its similarity to the Moishezon construction. See 4] . For a modular at X of arbitrary rank, the pure braid group is replaced by the fundamental group of a certain subvariety of the Grassmanian, a matroid stratum de ned as follows. If P 2 G`(C n ) is a point of the Grassmannian of`-planes in C n , then P determines a vector con guration in C`, obtained by projecting the standard basis vectors of C n onto P 14]. Let G P denote the linear matroid realized by this con guration.
The matroid stratum of an arbitrary matroid G is the subset ?(G) of G`(C n )
given by
Then the monodromy of the strati ed map induces a homomorphism
generalizing the corank one case. For in this case T X (G) is a uniform matroid of rank two, ?(T X (G)) is con guration space, and 1 (?(T X (G))) is the pure braid group. Conjecture 3.12 If X is a modular at and both A X and cA v are free arrangements, then A is a free arrangement.
Parallel connections
Let G 1 and G 2 be matroids on ground sets E 1 and E 2 . Suppose E 1 \ E 2 = F is a at of both G 1 and G 2 , and is modular in G 1 . The generalized parallel connection of G 1 and G 2 along F is the matroid P F (G 1 ; G 2 ) on the ground set E 1 E 2 whose ats are those sets Y E 1 E 2 for which Y \ E i is a at of G i for i = 1; 2. The modularity condition is necessary for this de nition to make sense. That is, this collection of ats will form a geometric lattice for general G 2 if and only if X is modular in G 1 . Modularity of F in G 1 implies that G 2 is modular in P F (G 1 ; G 2 ). See 35, Section 7.6] and 23] for details about this construction.
The rank of a at Y of P F (G 1 ; G 2 ) is given by
where r i is the rank function of G i ; i = 1; 2. In particular, the rank of P F (G 1 ; G 2 ) is equal to r(G 1 ) + r(G 2 ) ? r(F): The rank formula indicates that P F (G 1 ; G 2 ) is the \free" sum of G 1 and G 2 amalgamated along their common at F. Indeed, P F (G 1 ; G 2 ) is a pushout of the inclusion maps F , ! G i ; i = 1; 2 in the category of matroids and injective strong maps. In case F is a point, automatically modular in G 1 , the matroid P F (G 1 ; G 2 ) is called a parallel connection of G 1 and G 2 , studied in connection with complex hyperplane arrangements in 7]. Now suppose A 1 and A 2 are hyperplane arrangements realizing G 1 and G 2 in C r and C s respectively. Then there is an arrangement A realizing P F (G 1 ; G 2 ), provided there is a linear isomorphism between the subarrangements of A 1 and A 2 corresponding to the common at F. To carry out the construction, let us be more precise about the realizations A 1 and A 2 .
Suppose the at F has rank p (in both G 1 and G 2 ). Let X 1 denote the corresponding element of intersection lattice L(A 1 ). Thus X 1 is a linear subspace of C r , and we may identify A X1 with F. We may assume X 1 = C r?p f0g C r . 
Examples
Corollary 3.4 of Section 3 can be used to identify K( ; 1) arrangements of high rank, at least when the base arrangement A X and (coned) ber arrangement cA v are tractable. This will be the case, for instance, when X is a modular coline, for then cA v will have rank three. In this section we present new families of examples of K( ; 1) arrangements. Our results give some support for the conjecture 11], which was based primarily on rank-three phenomena, that factored arrangements of arbitrary rank are K( ; 1). We also exhibit an interesting example with two di erent modular colines, allowing us to conclude the nontrivial result that one of the ber arrangements is not K( ; 1).
Let B`denote the arrangement of re ecting hyperplanes in the Weyl group of type B`. Thus B`consists of the hyperplanes H ij = fx 2 C`j x i = x j g; for 1 i < j `; H ij = fx 2 C`j x i = ?x j g for 1 i < j `; and H i = fx 2 C`j x i = 0g; for 1 i `: Let A`? 1 denote the braid arrangement, consisting of the hyperplanes H ij above, for 1 i < j `.
In 6], P. There is one rank-three arrangement A ? , a realization of the non-Fano matroid, which is not supersolvable, but is simplicial, hence K( ; 1). This arrangement can also be used with Theorem 5.4 to construct non-supersolvable K( ; 1) arrangements. This construction is illustrated in Figure 3 on the following page.
Example 5.8 We exhibit in Figures 2 and 3 on the next page some other graphs ? for which A ? is K( ; 1), using the constructions of the preceding paragraphs.
These arrangements are factored, as is every arrangement arising from these constructions, by Theorem 5.3. The research presented here, and our general interest in K( ; 1) arrangements, was motivated in part by a suggestion of G. Ziegler of a straightforward construction of rank-three arrangements with the same underlying matroid but homotopy inequivalent complements. The argument avoids fundamental group computations, but relies on the existence of high-rank K( ; 1) arrangements with certain properties, whose existence has not yet been shown. Here is the precise problem, to which the methods of this paper may apply. Problem 5.10 (Ziegler) Find K( ; 1) arrangements whose matroids have the same ats of ranks one and two but have di erent characteristic polynomials.
